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Reflections on

The Pearl of Great Price

READINGS

"The Lord's house burned. One less responsibility forme!"

So exclaimed John Wesley on learning his home had been

destroyed by fire. What a radical kind of reaction, what a

beautifully free kind of response, what a profoundly different

way of thinking about possessions and money. While this is my

own personal reaction to Wesley, I recognize it as precisely the

sort of grappling we all need to do to continue to grow and

change and be increasingly free with the material and lifestyle
dimensions of our lives.

Which leads me to say that I want to share with you in this

letter my own growing edge in dealing with money. In a word

it has to do with what I will call Kingdom Economics vs.

cultural or worldly economics. From there I want to share a

fresh word about Grace and Joy in giving, followed by how

being related to the poor assists us in this movement of growth

and freedom through money.

My thinking has been affected this fall and winter beyond the

Justice of Giving by being involved in two open-to-the-public

money workshops in Southern California and Eastern

Pennsylvania, a very specialized money workshop for physicians
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not those who kill the body and after that have nothing that

they can do." Nothing can fundamentally harm me.

I'm now in a new realm of grace. I trust myself forever to

that stupendous love which has acted for me in the weakness

and folly of Golgotha's cross. My ultimate security is in that

folly.

All of this, in a very insecure world, is for me the bottom

line, as it is for all Christians. Any other course is to be at war

with God and his way of righting wrong. No other way has any

reality. Any other way produces insecurity.

Any form of compartmentalization, any area in which we do

not trust God, is doubting him and questioning his integrity.

This trust in the Father's care must exist both in the personal

and the public domain, for my personal life is never separate

from my life in society; my faith affects how I want society to
be organized.

The assumption is often made: God can't look after me

unless society is organized in its present form, with its special

advantages for my nation, my business group, my income

group. So we Christians hold on with a death grip to the

present way of ordering society.

Of course, every church structure and every political struc¬

ture is provisional. We should always be moving toward a more

equitable and just structure which will spread the benefits to

everybody. To be unwilling to entertain radical changes in

political structures is to say that we really trust the structures

that insure us privilege rather than believing that God will

provide our needs.

—Gordon Cosby in "Resting on Golgotha's Cross,"

Sojoumers, September 1978, p. 231

*****

Money is a necessary commodity for survival in the modern

world.  Its uses are many and its role in business and society is

Copyright 1978 by People's Christian Coalition.   Used by permission of Sojourners,

1309 L Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.
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ware that perhaps what they are truly seeking is a increase in
self-respect, or security, or freedom, or love, or power. While
they may not be aware of what it is they truly want from life,
they feel sure that money will provide it for them.

-Herb Goldberg and Robert T. Lewis, in
Money Madness, pp. 2-3'
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Is my relationship with God
total in its importance to me

when God says
give me your time
do I make excuses and say
I need time for myself

when God says
give me your talents

do I quibble and say
but I don't have any

when God says

give me your wealth
do I squirm and say

surely not every penny

when God says
give me your heart
do I hedge and say
I need time to decide

Is my relationship with God
total in its importance to me

Lois Shank Hertzler2

'Copyright 1978 by Herb Goldberg and Robert T. Lewis.   Used by permission of the
publisher, William Morrow & Company, Inc.

Used by permission of Loel Publishers.
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gratitude,: for JesuV Christ's wonderful words that'it isundeed
yowgpod pleasure to give us the kingdom^ my spiritjspeaks^the
prayer he^taught../   * .    . r-"

'^!J-   . -    -The Lord s Prayer
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